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13 YEAR OLD 14.3+ HAND BLACK GELDING
***VIDEO***

$ 18,000

Description

If you were looking for a super solid well trained trail or ranch horse you have just found him! Boone is a very
attractive 2010 AQHA coal black gelding that’s bred in the purple. He Stands 14.3+ hands and has very good
confirmation and is gentle for any level of rider and will ride the very best. He has a fancy handle and always
stays between the reins. He has a nice, smooth collected jog, a one-step lope on cue always taking the correct
lead. He will do a smooth, slow collected lope or move it out if you ask. Boone has nice, correct turn arounds,
stops on a dime, backs soft and will side pass with ease to work the gates. This horse is as solid as they come to
ride out anywhere. From busy neighborhood streets, to downtown, along the highway to our on the trails, he is
safe, safe, safe. He has had zero concern with everything we have rode him past including the farm animals,
pigs, goats, ducks etc to the neighborhood dogs that bark and charge up at us. He has seen every environment
from the woods, mountain trails, indoor event centers to downtown. He handles it all like it’s just another day at
the office and is a very level headed horse. When riding out on the trails Boone navigates steep, rocky terrain like
the pro that he is. he will ride out alone, in a group, lead or follow, it doesn’t matter to him. Crosses the river,
creeks and downed timber or anything else you point him at. This horse aims to please and he does! He is the
perfect combination of athleticism, disposition and conformation. Boone has also been used for all aspects of
ranch work. He’s good to rope on, cuts/sorts cattle well and has been used in the branding pen and out gathering.
He’s a true seasoned gentleman. Boone is 100% sound and sane. He is always gentle and stays that way. This
is a super nice horse and will be a suitable mount for the novice rider on up to the seasoned horseman. Horses
like him are hard to find and there are few and far between. Watch the video! Sold! Sorry you missed him. We
have others so feel free to give us a call and see if we have a match for you! Happy trails!

Ad Type: For Sale  Status: Sold

Name: PEPTOS BO PEP  Gender: Gelding

Age: 13 yrs  Height: 14.3 hands

Color: Black  Temperament: 2 (1 - calm; 10 - spirited)

Registered: Yes
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